
Beginning of educational new year, continuation the pandemic of coronavirus  

and other expectations… 

 

Undoubtedly, the pandemic of coronavirus brought the corrective is not only in an introductory 

company but also in the terms of beginning the educational new year. Already now clear, that we 

walk away from the classic start of school year from September, 1, that will start to someone from 

university entrants on September, 7, to someone on September, 15, and to someone and quite on 

October 2020. As far as appropriately to nebulize a school year or it is better to begin it in the 

controlled from distance mode - will show time. However conclusions in relation to a negative and 

unready of our education at any level (including initial and middle school) to the controlled from 

distance studies we all felt already on self. Well, it will good reason, if initial and middle school can 

begin on time, in the real mode of time and in the classes for school desks.  

However it is the not last expectations that will have in educational new year. Firstly, rates 

changed in relation to the payments of education in high school for different specialties and there 

mainly is a main tendency in relation to its increase, especially in those regions, where a level of 

middle salary was before the pandemic higher, without regard to unchanging prices and terms of 

acceptance to high school abroad (without independent outside evaluation)! From there is fallow a 

question: is it expedient to do such reforms in the conditions of extensible quarantine, when falling of 

GDP (gross domestic product) in the first half-year is consist 6% (from official data, but for 

unofficial - to 14%), most enterprises and subjects of productions and ceased to exist quite, when 

unemployment of population and its poorer become grows in the same proportions?! And the second 

action that must be applied to the rates of high school teacher’s and sizes of their salaries flows out 

from here. Some of these news already twirled and are used not one year to the size of rates (their 

dependence is transferred maximally to the size of students contingent, having regard to no scientific 

achievements, amount of publications and other organizationally-methodical work, that is conducted 

in high school), but some, only will try to enter and even salaries and salaries to all categories of 

teachers (not depending on their professional experience, scientific degree, rank and others like that) 

and, without regard to all nonsense, too must be transferred in dependence on a contingent, including 

the collected contracted students. Already it is now possible to provide for such «professional» 

approach will affect knowledge and education of students, because there is already a not alone year 

outflow of skilled and personals with a degree from the sphere of higher education in business, work 

on other profile or on earnings foreign countries. And there - as it will be driven! As yet work of our 

professionals with a degree, teachers of high school valued in Belarus, Kazakhstan, Poland (where 

the most stream of university entrants is now directed from Ukraine, because terms of entry to high 

school and studies satisfy the requirements of average university entrant from Ukraine), and in other. 

It is possible prognoses and other changes that expect majority of peripheral high school and no 

profile final departments in technical universities. Already a monopoly and submission to majority of 

high school are now looked over to other leading capital universities, even, not first in rating of 

Ukraine. 

But without regard to all expected prospects we there are on the threshold of educational new 

year. Therefore we wish to all to save a health themself and the families from diseases on 

coronavirus, to have financial and moral prosperity, inspiration, enthusiasm and optimism, power of 

mind and confidence in that in spite of everything we will remain those professionals that carry well, 

clever and eternal… Then are proud of those acquisitions that have yet our Ukrainian education the 

implicit builders of that we are with you! 
We greet you with Day of education worker and wish successes in educational new year.  
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